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"I thought poetry could change everything, could change history and could humanize, and I think
that the illusion is very necessary to push poets to be involvedand to believe, but now I think
that poetry changes only the poet."
— Mahmoud Darwish
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Anny Ballardini

Dec 23 (3 days ago)
to me
With affection,

Anny

--
Dott.ssa Anny Ballardini, MFA, PhD.

http://annyballardini.blogspot.com/
http://www.fieralingue.it/modules.php?name=poetshome



http://www.lulu.com/content/5806078
http://www.moriapoetry.com/ebooks.html

I Tell You: One must still have chaos in one to give birth to a dancing star!
Friedrich Nietzsche

« Stulta est clementia, cum tot ubique
vatibus occurras, periturae parcere chartae »
Giovenale

Professionista di cui alla Legge n. 4 del 14 gennaio 2013, pubblicata nella GU n. 22 del
26/01/2013

Freiberuflerin laut Gesetz Nr. 4 vom 14. Jänner 2013, veröffentlicht im Amtsblatt Nr. 22 vom
26.1.2013
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 23 (3 days ago)
to Anny
there is still this, as we move into 2015, and whether or not any of us like it is unimportant. when
i was 16 Rimbaud showed me what poetry could do. i started writing poems then, as a way of
making a world that i could live in. i still write poems for that exact reason, though everything
about the poems has changed. so far, 42 years of writing poems. i used to care about whether
or not they were good, or how good they might be, and who thought they were good. now i just
care about making them. i have made tens of thousands of them, over the course of 42 years.
they have done what i wanted them to do.

http://ginsbergblog.blogspot.com/2011/12/rimbaud-allens-1975-naropa-class-2.html

"to show that the spirit of Rimbaud is not dead at all. It's actually.. Rimbaud seems to be a
complete turn-on catalyst to every poet in small town isolated, or big megapolis, staring at the
city lights over the roof. It has been for decades in America.. since Louise Varèse translated
"Season in Hell" and "Illuminations", which came out in the.. I guess, in the '40's, early '50's
-Louise Varèse, who translated these, was the wife of Edgard Varèse, the composer (a modern
composer who worked with pure sound, also), so, it's odd - the tradition of Rimbaud was
continued in America by the highest of the avant-garde here. If you haven't read Rimbaud.. (it's
sort of) the ABC, to begin with, I would say, for any kind of poetry, because it'll turn you on, in
the sense of inspire erotic ethics in your mind and give you a sense of the magic that you can



do in total isolation (and also a sense of the companionship, the sangha of poets, you know),
and the possibility of total direct communication or outrageous clarity and frankness - and
selfishness! - So Rimbaud, aged 15 to 17, oddly, is "the poet's poet" for the last hundred years."

happy new year, Anny.
Anny BallardiniDec 24 (2 days ago)
Very nice!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to Anny
thank you, Anny.
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Today i asked myself: what is your poetry about?
And i answered: it is about the fact that i want to write poems.
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Marcus Reichfeld  Jim Leftwich

December 19 at 3:43pm ·

Greetings from Vancouver, BC Canada dude! I see that you liked my Asemic posting.

Like ·



Jim Leftwich i like playing with the word "asemic". where does it fit, and add something to the
conversation, and where does it become a little bit asemic itself, as in having no particular
semantic content? the questions you pose are great. if asemic writing is a kind of art, then it
almost has to also be a kind of music... and a kind of dance... and a kind of film-making...
because, it has become a goal, or an aspirational practice, a process the product of which will
always to some degree fall short of that which was promised by the definition of the word. this is
actually very close to my sense of the word, and the process/practice, for the past 10 years or
so. i have become convinced that there is no such thing as asemic writing -- but the process of
pushing oneself towards that unattainable goal is endlessly interesting in itself. i don't really care
all that much about works that wind up being labeled as asemic. i'm not interested in whether or
not they are beautiful, or skillful, or conceptually nuanced. i am interested in the fact that lots of
folks are engaged with the process. i think that's a very good thing.
December 19 at 3:56pm · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich Nico Vassilakis Spencer Selby
December 19 at 3:56pm · Like
Marcus Reichfeld All creative endeavors are cool by this Sacred Fool's standards.
December 19 at 4:11pm · Unlike · 1
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Marco Giovenale

Dec 16 (10 days ago)
to me
i think we ought to think of a place=archive (not a digital one) for the (maybe chaotic and
anti-archival) storage of all the handwritten ephemera & stuff we produce and find and pick up
and receive.

we already implicitly do that, in fact. as we collect and receive tons of stuff.

yet i think about this.

(another crazy project. another babel tower)



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 22 (4 days ago)
to Marco
i think about this too.
i have a room full of boxes filled with this kind of thing, mail art and poetry and documents and
artifacts from the events we organize here in Roanoke.
i have offered it to Keith Buchholz for his archive in Chicago, if that ever actually comes
together.
and of course i have sent thousands of pieces to John Bennett over the years which are in the
collections at the Ohio State archives.
but we still need more of this kind of thing. that is absolutely true.

Marco Giovenale

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to me
i'll go on thinking about some new project...

and... also... i think there are not so many archives ---in italy.
it'd be important to have one...
:)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to Marco
are you thinking that you might start one? i think you would be a great archivist, but as always
with everything we would like to do, there is only so much time, and only so much energy, only
so much of any one of us. it is easy get into a situation of trying to do more than is possible. i
have made that problem for myself more than once.

Marco Giovenale

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to me
oh i absolutely agree, jim. it's the truth. lots of projects and a desperate need of (or: lack of) time
to make them real.
i think the idea of an archive for me could be real only in the form of a room full of messy
cardbox stacks and folders and not-indexed items everywhere...
an actual anti-archive!
(but... alas, even this kind of chaos is too much expensive ---in terms of time--- for me, i
suppose). (so i'll go on dreaming!...)



:)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to Marco
that's the exact description of my archive. cardboard boxes of various kinds and plastic totes,
filled with thousands and thousands of unorganized pieces. there was a little bit of organization
to the collection up until i started doing exhibits here in Roanoke. i found that i could always get
time to install an exhibit, but i could never get time to de-install one. so everything went back
into the boxes quickly, and made a huge chaotic mess, and i have never been able to fix the
mess, which only got bigger and bigger the longer i did exhibits. the only reason i have the
collection i have is to do those exhibits, but doing them made a big problem for maintaining the
collection. and now i am no longer doing the exhibits, so i have the ultimate anti-archive.

Marco Giovenale

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to me
that is how i always imagined the roanoke post-exhibit situation. an overwhelming amount of
good stuff that can't be put in an order.

in the real spirit of dada. i like it.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to Marco
i actually like it too. the collection provides a record of how the materials have actually been
used, how folks have interacted with them.

Marco Giovenale

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to me
yes, i can imagine. that's cool.
and: this way, each exhibit could also be re-installed in the future.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to Marco



re-installing the exhibits would be almost impossible. many pieces were used in multiple
exhibits. it's all a real mess.

Marco Giovenale

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to me
so... that is a new exhibit. the impossible exhibit!
(because of the messy situation...)

chaos is a good exit door from history, and from the condition of slavery history drives.
(chaos is the domain of the low-res, i think).

i'm always tied to the practice of updating infos in blogs and folders etc.
i'm starting thinking i ought to put anything everything into a single macro-box (blog or site; and
a room)... outside of any idea of classification, record/index etc

sooner or later i'll do that. i'll quit filling the blogs with data, and will start filling the net with a flux
of works....

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Dec 24 (2 days ago)
to Marco
the impossible exhibit is something i might be willing to work on...

chaos, because it has us taking many routes at once, out from anywhere we find ourselves.

i've spent a lot of  time over the past 10 years (beginning in May of 2005, so actually 9 and a
half years) posting to flickr and to blogs. i used to have several blogs, and a few wikis, and
some other sites. now it is almost only flickr. textimagepoem maybe once or twice a week. the
pansemic playhouse at flickr, with bill beamer, and poems from the 6 months books at
textimagepoem. it's ok to still be doing this, but really the only the i am concentrating on is the 6
months series. i am going to do a hundred of them and then  see what else i want to do. i expect
i will just continue, beyond the 100th book.

so, as you are thinking, maybe i am already filling the net with words...

Marco Giovenale

Dec 25 (1 day ago)
to me
right, right.



maybe i can say chaos isn't a way, it's sort of "THE way", because it is *all* the possible ways :)

what you write about blogging is really interesting. and important, as a history of your work on
line.

i see.... i may say i had/have the same experience.
from a series of webspaces to a few ones. (or: i'd like to focus on a few ones only... but i can't
say if i'll be really leaving &/or shutting down many of the others). (the differx constellation
actually exploded and has so many branches).

an example.
my problem with flickr and the facebook jpg folders: it consists in the fact i'm used to fill each
image's tagline/caption with data and links etc., so ... every time i access those pages and
upload stuff, i know i absolutely must have lots of time for typing all the data. and sometimes this
is discouraging, it knocks me out in advance.

i feel depressed all the times i have new images and i do have to find time and pay attention
and store all the things properly, in the right folders & order, uploading them with data &tc...

so i'm just thinking a solution could consist in some kind of intentional chaos. i ought to focus on
two / three places only, each one free of data. no infos but mere & simple stuff. a flux of images
and texts. your work with textimagepoem is the very model, in this.

as for six months. . . . . i was just thinking: why don't you plan to merge all the 100 books in
one? a mega-file we coud upload at box.com. . . . .

maybe i have a program which puts the files together. (it's freeware, and i don't know if it works
with recent versions of adobe reader, but we may try).

many hugs (always running on/off line)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

4:05 PM (4 hours ago)
to Marco
hi marco
textimagepoem was important to me for several years, first as a transition out of printing editing
and publishing. i thought of the blog as a continuation of the print magazines juxta and xtant.
that phase lasted for a few years. then i started organizing events and exhibits, and
textimagepoem a vehicle (along with flickr) for disseminating information about those activities.
that also lasted for a few years. in the past couple of years the blog has become much less
important for me.



100 books of the Six Months series will be over 10 thousand pages long. i am having a hard
time imagining a 10-thousand-page book, or file, a 10-thousand-page ebook.

what i would really love would be for someone to print all of the books for archival purposes.
John Bennett has done this. i have sent all of them to him when they were completed so he has
printed them one at a time over the years. so OSU has them. i would like for them to exist
somewhere else as well. i don't know who would do it. maybe SUNY-Buffalo. when i have all
100 books complete i will probably ask a few folks.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY FOUR

messes urbane perfecting: "soil patron reindeer"
communal decidedly table: "dataset blip dissonance"
remain tremendous hears: "choice bat economy"
pudding expensive barren: "choice bait autonomy"
looks mentality uprooted: "plaids deemed educated"
contain pork educated: "have prevent have"
economy aspiring plaids: "table hears imperfections"
bat walkability deemed: "fable bears innperfections"
drastically tribalism choice: "urbane tremendous pork"
much reindeer assonance: "membrane tremendous cork"
designers patron blip: "have pacts pacts"
deterrence soil dataset: "impacts pact attack."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY FIVE

weapons alliance have: "haven intended than"
intended pacts prevent: "tip bud harpoon"
attack alliance enjoyed: "trap bird harpoon"
bombs than conditions: "trip brood harpoon"
possible abroad artifact: "some the candle"
findings states initiation: "some the keys"
suggests primarily not: "not primarily suggests"
during host sometimes: "knot primarily ingests"
pledge are presidential: "hairline marketplace trumpet"
calculations brokers at: "cases counts at"
positioned counts tests: "at are host"
elections cases federal: "hat or ghost."

Act Eight Thousand Two Hundred Forty Six

some people some: "some the keys"
and then the: "some the arrow"
allowed candle keys: "some the trumpet"
dog cat arrow: "some the thin"
trumpet canned then: "some the hand"
than can other: "some the teal"
then tracks steals: "some the brisk"
marketplace bristles pudding: "some the biscuits"
torpor knuckles granted: "some the thistles"
harpoon too than: "some the tooth"
bed bud arrears: "some the ears"
hairline flour tip: "some the flower."
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now nev, with the sarx arc
devils inhuman noun, Nevada,
never the line of every
snake, argent shelves of
ashes wrestled with the sarx
arc devised transhumant,
the revolution we typewriter,
soot in a suit, by the day
inherited, sitting on the meek.
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the
sarx arc
the final hand
devils inhuman noun, Nevada,
the finial books concrete never
the line of every
escape mistake snake,
argent shelves
of
sauce hiding
in the window
ashes wrestled with the
sarx clarify arouses local traveling
arc devised transhumant, traveling
sarx clarity arouses
local the
revolution
we typewriter,
local traveling sarx
clarify arouses soot in
a suit, by the day
arouses local traveling sarx
clarity inherited, sitting
on the
meek,
clarify local traveling sarx.

Jonas Mekas (1967)
European political movements are always very conscious, based on the experiences you
described, but in America we have very little political experience. Artistic movements—and even
political ones like strikes and student movements—did not start as conscious political
movements, but as personal reactions, and only later gained a larger political leaning and
consciousness. Now they are approaching, sort of, Marxist thinking, in a sense, but they started
as personal reactions first, as a not wanting to stand the situation as it was. We say, "We don't
know what's ahead of us, but we don't want to be where we are." That may be the major
difference between American and European younger generations, with the latter always wanting
to have, at the beginning, a political purpose and an aim before they act. The question that
always meets us in Europe is: "What is your aim?" We say, "Our aim is to get out from where we
are." That's why they often call us anarchists.



John Wieners (1958. from 707 Scott Street)

No scheme. Only acts
fragments of the act
that is my life and
that of the fellows around me.

phenomenon with the sarx arc devis inhu
experiential now nev, with the sarx arc
apartment devils inhuman noun, Nevada,
novelty never the line of every
opposition snake, argent shelves of
wanting ashes wrestled with the sarx
personal arc devised transhumant,
consciousness the revolution we typewriter,
described soot in a suit, by the day
responsibility inherited, sitting on the meek.
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Ted Berrigan (1978)
When I say they are about something, I mean, I strictly mean “about”. I don’t know what each
poem is about particularly. I could study them and tell you what each one is about, but that’s not
what I’m willing to do.

Stephen Coates (2014)
"The Age of the Bones" was a period lasting about fifteen years during which the sound of
forbidden Russian and Western music was associated with images of the human skeleton. It
was a period of what might be called "roentgenizdat" - the audio equivalent of  "samidzat"
private publication of banned written works.
In the Soviet states during the cold-war era, most modern Western bands and music was
banned for all sorts of reasons including 'neo-fascism', 'mysticism' and even 'obscurantism'.
Much Russian music was also forbidden for a variety of other reasons. Even certain rhythms
were regarded unfavourably. But a vibrant, secret and risky trade grew up in what became
known as 'Bones' or 'Ribs'.
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not that not this not that not this not that not this not that not
this not that not this not that not this not that not this not that
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humans boot loot begs
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ey describe them ey selves
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x-contact x-pos
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so ther very we mostl sud abo
is the cot since grill implor
when things are wanted
perspective. sat ou see that
such nothing, eyes
in the blender, snaking
becomes mean and fire. not
any more. fort invite geno
what, describt, and
very use they waffle. who
would have thot. them as few
as their mouth talking to
taking issue on behalf is
immersed because data, meet
the convection ovens,
perspiration as perspectume,
first person background
entering at any point? same
here. it really is too much.
have been work on affects
across (to-be) sometimes
questions, no one is once
having to get involved. they
are very moody. it can be a
problem (if you have to take
them seriously). it has been
snowing bingo ahistorical
railroad taxation. carry on.

railroad snowing them.
problem are having questions,



so ther very we mostl sud abo
when things are wanted
such nothing, eyes
becomes mean and fire. not
what, describt, and
would have thot. them as few
taking issue on behalf is
the convection ovens,
first person background
here. it really is too much.
across (to-be) sometimes
having to get involved. they
problem (if you have to take
snowing bingo ahistorical

is the cot since grill implor
perspective. sat ou see that
in the blender, snaking
any more. fort invite geno
very use they waffle. who
as their mouth talking to
immersed because data, meet
perspiration as perspectume,
entering at any point? same
have been work on affects
questions, no one is once
are very moody. it can be a
them seriously). it has been
railroad taxation. carry on.
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two rigorous disintegrat
objects to random
repetit
soap quietly very soak.

hat, reiterate the same
dream political drywall
deck-toe upheaval
an infinite, foaming weather.



given tentative coax
it fables
abrupt with acute
hachet, the end-text
is in the corners, i
suppose i could drive,
smoke rising through
the hole in the center.

fabric still endworthy silk
about the
crowded approximation,
about the unreal
moon between word-itch,
muddy enough and smart.

avoid repeating the
negative variety
refusing the kite
referee
nonsensible no
cannot inform a carrot from the spoon.

internal soap-ox psychic
punctuation even though
they barbecued the flag
what poses
as protein
climbing the prison cement
who knows the notions
their gravy
the Tao of Food?



from  the Introduction to SOCKLESS IN SANDALS by Peter Finch
Cobhing's found poem~
are textural - they come from newspapers, graffiti, hooks, leaflets,
overheard conversations, snin~ets from radio and tv. They are
presen ted e i t h(~r Duchamp-l ike as they are, or trans formed by permutations
or other means into completely new works. Cobbing is an
excavator - he digs up the fragment he wants and if it doesn't
stand on its own he forges it into something else.

Cobhing's found poem~stand on its own he
forges it into something else. excavator
- he digs up the fragment he wants and i
f it doesn't presen ted e i t h(~r Ducha
mp-l ike as they are, or trans formed by
or other means into completely new works
. Cobbing is an are textural - they come
from newspapers, graffiti, hooks, leafle
ts, overheard conversations, snin~ets fr
om radio and tv. They are p er mutations

this germinated Cobhing's found
poem~stand on
its own
he
little both forges it into
something else. excavator ambivalent
moving - he digs
up the
fragment
he wants and its, possession,
x-ray overheard conversations,



snin~ets fr om
nutrients, dollop,
fillip,
radio and tv. They are
p er mutations body
less linguisticsf it
doesn't presen
ted
e i t h(~r Ducha
mop-l king mop
mop-l ike
as they
are,
or trans formed by fruit-gesture
dances or other means
into completely new
works hurricane.
ditch,
cow, Cobbing is an are
textural - they come goat
from newspapers, witch
graffiti, pale
scraphooks, leafle

from the Eclipse website:
The hardback edition had black endpapers and the following copy on its dust-jacket flaps:
"At first glance, Clark Coolidge's poems appear to be completely impenetrable parades of
apparently unrelated words arranged in meaningless patterns across the page. If you keep
reading, though, the poems begin to have a strange effectiveness, and eventually you begin to
see the words themselves in an entirely new and exhilarating way.
Coolidge's structures are reductive. Syntax -- the systematic connection between words which
gives linear discourse its character of extended meaning -- is simply removed. This leaves our
attention open to the ways in which words can become instruments of a visual order and of an
order of sound that is abstract but not meaningless. What is happening here is a reversal of the
normal reading experience. The mind turns back toward the unitary experience of words as
structure. Coolidge's experiments invite us to regard words as objects, as organisms with
patterns of existing which are specific to themselves, inexplicable and marvelous."



a far this a
birdseed too late
a storm moist mustard
cleft cliff
doors boiling noise
comb the hammer eye.

a birdseed a cleft
doors comb
far too storm cliff boiling the
this late moist noise hammer
a mustard eye.

now whole clamps
the pencil melted pine.

blossom behind it very
diagonal grain
in the prison groove hopping goat
low Van Gogh Achilles as they go.

low in diagonal blossom.



nothing outlakes a
wall of grammar
when no nerves are
visible the brain
is a big swollen
bruise, spice nor,
in the middle of
the pasta a sentence.

weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave

weave the the weave
weave the the weaveweave the the weaveweave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave

weave the the weave

weave the the weaveweave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave
weave the the weave

weave the the weave



at speedch the
margin marks
open organ
dove they pipes.
the trim
appears times
two a pear of
rights to
remix the wrong.

surrenders to defend at speedch the
fenders surf margin marks slur
blenders open organ bent slurp ends
dove they pipes. interpolate into
the trim yesterday horse jump appears
times fizzle blot two a pear of dirt
port thinner rights to alleyways of
the remix the remix the wrong.

the port times the dove blenders fenders.
remix thinner fizzle trim.
wrong of dirt appears
the alleyways of jump.

the wrong remix the
alleyways of thinner
port.



DANIEL BORZUTZKY
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet/2014/12/delusions-of-progress/
"And I thought, as I have written about elsewhere that writers of certain identities can’t win. If
you’re Latino, certain communities will embrace you only if you articulate markers of communal
identity; while on the other hand, other communities will dismiss you as opportunistic for doing
the same.
And I thought: that last sentence, about directly addressing issues of identity, apart from being
stupid and poorly formed, speaks to the fact that this conversation, my participation in this
conversation, has already been shaped by a certain ingrained, institutional dismissal of identity
politics and poetics.
And I thought: this is tiring. It’s exasperating. It’s boring and tiring and exasperating to
continuously have to make these defenses.
And I thought: there are moments in my life where I have actually seen poetry have a
transformative effect on individuals because of a poet’s willingness to speak, directly and
honestly and vulnerably, about ‘identity,’ about political and social experience, about what it
means to survive in a world that wants to kill you.
Old world expectations for new world aesthetics.
And I thought: what world do I want to live in?"

Cathy Park Hong, Delusions of Whiteness in The Avant Garde
Conceptual writing is, for all its declarations, pathetically outdated and formulaic in its analog
need to bark back incessantly at the original. As Deleuze said, “Why must we be the crocodile
imitating the tree trunk? Why can’t we be the pink panther? The pink panther imitates nothing; it
reproduces nothing, it paints the world its color, pink on pink; this is imperceptible itself,
asignifying, making its rupture, its own line of flight.” Excessive and expressionist, poets like
Ronaldo Wilson, Dawn Lundy Martin and Diggs have created cyborg enunciations out of
shredded text, music and lived experiences; they are building a new, dissonant futurism, treating
poetry as rank growth as it punctures the dying medium of print via performance, video, or audio
recordings, finding inspiration from hip hop that has oddly, so far, been ignored by Poetry.
Nicholas Bourriaud, the critic who coined the term “relational aesthetics,” said the artwork is the
interaction between artist and viewers, as a way to “inhabit the world in a better way.” The
encounter with poetry needs to change constantly via the internet, via activism and
performance, so that poetry can continue to be a site of agitation, where the audience is not a
receptacle of conditioned responses but is unsettled and provoked into participatory response.
But will these poets ever be accepted as the new avant-garde? The avant-garde has become
petrified, enamored by its own past, and therefore forever insular and forever looking
backwards. Fuck the avant-garde. We must hew our own path.
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"McClure, Robert Duncan and his lover Jess, Bruce and Jean Conner, Wallace and Shirley
Berman, Joan and Bill Brown, Jay DeFeo, Wally Hedrick, Stan Brakhage, George Herms, John
Wieners and Kenneth Rexroth are among those who made their home in the neighborhood at
some point in the 1950s. It was a predominantly African-American neighborhood from Haight to
California Streets, Van Ness to Masonic, and most of the African-Americans had arrived not
long before, during World War II. The imprisonment of the neighborhood's Japanese-descent
population was part of what opened the area to them." (Rebecca Solnit, Fillmore, The Beats In
The Western Addition)



Today
at 9:00pm
Starts in about 3 hours
Art Rat Studios 1036 Service Ave. Ext. Building #10, Roanoke, Va. 24015
Y'all Come & Dance @ Art Rat Studio
Groove Sensation provided by PHILOSOPHY INC President
freedom preservation event for the new year
Come out, I think we'll have a good time in ralph's psychnedlic light mess with Matt letting loose
the tunes! byo
"I was told that “Dr. Art” was about a real person, a guy named Ivar Vics, AKA “Dr. Rat,” a kind
of Keith Haring-type punk graffiti artist who had died of a drug overdose at the age of 21 in
1981. Everyone who spoke about him did so with hushed voice reverence, as if he was some
sort of revolutionary punk guru or holy squatter sage. You can see a video of him painting a
mural in Amsterdam’s Pissteeg (“Piss Alley”) here." (Richard Metzger)

Warhol's American Dream.
A mix by Paul D. Miller a.k.a. DJ Spooky that Subliminal Kid
http://www.djspooky.com/articles/warhole02.php
From A to B and back again... The sense is one of loops and repetition, beats and bytes: repeat
to become complete....
The philosophy of looking at a Warhol - almost any Warhol - gives you the uneasy sense of
being in some sort of echo chamber. His style was one of intense repetition and anonymous
formalism - some of the core premises of mid 20th century American art ran across the surfaces
of his paintings. DJ culture is a place where sound evokes images, and the theater of sound is
held together by beats - repeat to become complete.
To quote Warhol quoting someone else: "It seems to be the same thing over and over and
over... that's what the Factory is about." What Wagner would have called a "gesamptkunstwerk,"
or "total art," Warhol would have called the "Exploding Plastic Inevitable." This, I guess, is same
section of the Factory, just a different department. But one tends to forget that he was one of
those people who couldn't be contained by one medium - film, sound, and "Happenings" were
his forays into multi-media, and in this day and age of complete media overload, many of the
basic themes that one can find in his media works have resurfaced like Nam Jun Paik - but for
radically different reasons - as almost intuitive engagements with how we think about culture in
the age of information. Echoes are all about how the "original" voice sends out a signal that is
reflected by an acoustic environment, and, yeah, it all makes sense when you see and hear the
permutations in Warhol's work.



There's a great story of how Freud came up with his idea of the "uncanny." In his 1919 essay of
the same name, Freud came up with his idea of "repetition-compulsion" by talking about walking
through a city and encountering the same streets over and over and over - he was put in a state
of "unheimlich" - the sense of displacement and familiarity caused him to feel lost in the
"changing same" of the landscape. Images can sometimes do the same, and with Warhol's
fascination with the iconography of mass culture, one is brought to the edge of a kind of
transference point - once there, you can see the mass in his Mass painting.... sampling and
sameness, fragments and frames... transference and transpodence .... all lost in a swirling,
coalescing vor-text of sound and image, sound and signification.”

^i lived here in  the mid-80s.


